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Light scattering investigation above the nematic–smectic-A phase transition in binary mixtures
of calamitic and bent-core mesogens
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Quasielastic light scattering measurements were performed in the nematic phase of mixtures consisting of
the calamitic mesogen 8OCB doped with small concentrations of the bent-core molecule P-7PIMB. It was
found that the regular part of the bend elastic constant decreases strongly with dopant concentrationX. Close
to the nematic–smectic-A phase transition temperature, the divergent part of the bend elastic constant, which
is proportional to the bare correlation lengthj uu

0 parallel to the layer normal, also decreases rapidly withX. The
effect of the dopant onj uu

0 is examined in brief theoretically.
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On cooling from the nematic~N! to the smectic-A ~Sm-A)
phase, orientationally ordered liquid crystalline molecu
develop a one-dimensional density modulation parallel to

‘‘director’’ n̂, i.e., parallel to the average molecular orien
tion. The critical properties associated with this transiti
have fascinated investigators for more than two dozen ye
as the behavior often is found to deviate from the inver
three-dimensionalXY model @1#. Several factors contribute
to these deviations, including the Landau-Peierls instab
and coupling between the nematic and smectic order par
eters@2#. The addition of a second liquid crystalline speci
also may give rise to exotic behavior at the N–Sm-A transi-
tion. The classic example is the existence of a reentrant n
atic phase at low temperatures in mixtures of two or m
mesogens@3–5#, one of which does not have a Sm-A phase.
More recently Pratibha,et al. obtained the temperature
concentration phase diagram for mixtures of bent-core m
ecules in a calamitic mesogenic solvent@6#. By observing
textures in the smectic-A phase, they deduced a likely orien
tation of the bent-core mesogen with respect to the sme
layers and showed that the smectic-A phase may be biaxial

Recently we used the Fre´edericksz technique to examin
the bend elasticity of a mixture of a small quantity of be
core ~‘‘banana’’! molecules, 1,3-phenylene bis@4-~4-heptyl
phenyliminomethyl benzoate#, also known as P-7PIMB, in
an ordinary calamitic nematogen 4-butoxybenzylidene
octylaniline~4O.8!. We found that over much of the nemat
phase, but well above the N–Sm-A transition temperature
TNA , the bend elastic constantK33 decreases substantial
with increasing bent-core concentrationX @7#. In fact, for
weight fraction X510.8% at 8 °C below the nematic
isotropic phase transition temperatureTNI , K33 was found to
be approximately one-half its value for the pure (X50)
compound 4O.8. Although our theoretical analysis met w
some success, we were unable to explain the full exten
the decrease in bend elasticity. In this paper we turn to a l
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scattering study of mixtures of bent-core and calamitic m
sogens, with special emphasis on the behavior ofK33 in the
vicinity of TNA . As before, we use the bent-core molecu
P-7PIMB. However, to avoid complications due to the ins
bility of the Schiff’s base in 4O.8, we have chosen to exa
ine mixtures of P-7PIMB in 48-n-octyloxy-4-cyanobiphenyl
~8OCB!.

Several mixtures were prepared by doping the bent-c
compound P-7PIMB in 8OCB~Fig. 1!. The compound
P-7PIMB was synthesized at the Kent State University, a
the compound 8OCB was obtained from Merck. Each c
centration of the mixture was prepared by dissolving app
priate quantities of the two components in chloroform a
heating the solution to 60–70 °C for several hours to eva
rate the solvent. Cells consisted of glass microscope sl
that consecutively were washed in detergent, distilled wa
acetone, and ethanol. The glass slides then were dried
spin coated with the polyimide RN1266~Nissan Chemicals!
and baked according to the manufacturer’s specificatio
The polyimide-coated slides were rubbed unidirectionally

FIG. 1. The chemical structure of~a! the rodlike molecule
~8OCB! and ~b! the bent-core molecule~P-7PIMB!.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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a velvet cloth, dipped in isopropol alcohol, and then so
cated to remove any particulate matter that may have ar
from the rubbing process. Cells were constructed by plac
two slides together, separated by Mylar spacers of nom
thickness 12.5mm, and cemented. The actual thickness
cells ranged between 16 and 20mm. Each cell was filled in
the isotropic phase of the mixture and cooled slowly to
nematic phase in a chamber designed for light scattering
periments; the chamber was temperature controlled to
proximately 10 mK.

Figure 2~a! shows the experimental setup. Light from a
argon-ion laser~wavelengthl55145 Å) passed through a
intensity stabilizer, a polarizer, a focusing lensf
5197 mm) L1, and the cell; the diameter of the laser sp
was approximately 300mm at the cell. The light scattered a
external angleuext passed through an analyzer and a sec
lensL2, which was used to form a real image of the scatt
ing region at pinholeP1. PinholeP2 was used to limit the
scattered light to a single coherence area, which was dete
by a photomultiplier tube. The output from the photomul
plier tube was fed into a pulse amplifier and discriminat
and then into a Brookhaven Instruments BI-9000 digital
tocorrelator. Further details are given in Ref.@8#. Figure 2~b!

shows the internal scattering geometry. The incoming lighî

was polarized along thez axis and the scattered lightf̂ was
polarized in thexy plane. Because the undisturbed directon̂
was oriented in the scattering plane along they axis, only
twist or bend fluctuationsdW n of the director were sampled
The average intensityĪ of the scattered light is

Ī }~De!2G~u int!kBTS cos2u int

K33qi
21K22q'

2 D , ~1!

whereDe is the dielectric anisotropy,kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant,u int is the internal scattering angle,K22 is the twist
elastic constant, andqW i andqW' , respectively, are the compo
nents of the scattering wave vectorqW parallel and perpen
dicular to n̂. The quantityG(u int) is a geometric factor for
our apparatus. AsG(u int) is nearly constant over the range
scattering angles used in the experiment@8#, we may take
G51 for all uext . The components ofqW depend on the re
fractive indices of the sample, viz.,qi52pne

e f f sinuint /l and
q'52p(ne

e f f cosuint2n0)/l, whereno is the ordinary refrac-
tive index andne

e f f is the effectiveextraordinary refractive
index. ne

e f f is given by ne
e f f5none(ne

2 sin2 uint

FIG. 2. The light scattering setup.
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2 cos2 uint)

21/2, wherene is the extraordinary refractive in
dex. Note thatD«5ne

22no
2 and thatu int can be related to the

external scattering angleuext via Snell’s law. For each mea
surement the scattering angleu int ~and thusuext) was ad-
justed so thatq'50; this allowed us to probe pure ben
distortions. To accomplish this we needed to know the
pendence of the refractive indicesno andne on temperature
and concentration. Measurements forno and ne were made
using an Abbe refractometer for the pure (X50) 8OCB and
for theX56 wt % mixture, as shown in Fig. 3; the refractiv
indices for other concentrations were obtained by interpo
tion.

For each concentration we measured the temporal a
correlation functionG(t)5^I (t8)I (t81t)& t8 and the average
intensity Ī 5^I (t8)& t8 of the scattered light as functions o
temperature, wherê & t8 corresponds to an average ov
time. In all casesG(t) was found to exhibit a single expo
nential decay, indicating that the experiment was operatin
the homodyne regime. Examining the intensity data first,
note from Eq.~1! with q'50 that the bend elastic constan

K33~X,T!5b~X!@ne
22no

2#2kBT
cos2u int

Ī qi
2

, ~2!

where b(X) is a concentration-dependent proportional
constant. To obtain absolute values forK33 we determined
the proportionality constantb(X) in Eq. ~2! by scaling the
intensity data for pure 8OCB (X50) with values reported in
the literature@9# at identical values ofT2TNI . Figure 4
shows our results forK33 vs T at X50. From Fig. 4 it is
clear that the temperature dependence of our data is in
cellent agreement~to within the scaling factor! with that of
Ref. @9# over the entire temperature range that is common
both sets of data. Later we shall determineK33 for XÞ0.

Let us now turn to the dynamic data. The relaxation tim
t for bend fluctuations was obtained as a function of te
perature for each concentration by fitting the homodyne

FIG. 3. Extraordinary (ne) and ordinary (no) refractive indices
for the X50 andX56 wt % mixtures at wavelengthl56328 Å.
3-2
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tocorrelation functionG(t) to a single exponential decay
viz., G(t)5G01b exp(22t/t), whereG0 , b, andt are fit-
ting parameters. ForX50 we obtain the viscosity of the
bend mode,hbend, as a function of temperature from Re
@2#:

hbend~T!5K33~T!qi
2t~T!. ~3!

Figure 5 showshbend at X50. Even though the bend viscos
ity, like the bend elastic constant, diverges as the tempera
approaches nematic–smectic-A transition @10#, its diver-
gence is not as rapid as that ofK33, at least over the mea
sured temperature region. Considering that our most con
trated mixture isX56 wt % ~equivalent to less than 0.0
mole fraction! we make the assumption that the temperatu
dependent viscosity varies negligibly withX at temperatures
well above TNA . Therefore, in the region 4<TNI2T
<8 °C we use the deduced values ofhbend(T) at X50, the

FIG. 4. K33 vs T2TNI at X50. Left hand data (j) correspond
to our data in arbitrary unit obtained from intensity measureme
Right hand data (d) correspond to data from Ref.@9#.

FIG. 5. hbend vs T2TNI at X50.
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measured relaxation timest(X,T), and Eq. ~3! to obtain
K33(X,T) at temperatures well aboveTNA . We now return to
Eq. ~2! in order to obtainK33(X,T) over theentire tempera-
ture range, including the divergent part nearTNA . Since the
elastic constantK33(X,T), the refractive indices, the tem
perature, the scattering angleu int(X,T), the wave vector
qi(X,T), and the average intensityĪ (X,T) all are known
well above TNA , we can obtain the proportionality consta
b(X) for each concentrationX in Eq. ~2!. Moreover, because
Eq. ~2! does not depend on the viscosity, once we have
tained the proportionality constants we can determ
K33(X,T) over the entire temperature range for all conce
trations. Results are shown in Fig. 6.

In a previous paper we had examined the effect of
bent molecule P-7PIMB on the bend elastic constant w
aboveTNA when mixed in small quantities with 4O.8@7#. It
was found thatK33 was reduced by about one-half forX
510.8 wt %, an effect that mirrors the behavior of the mu
larger bend elastic constant~by about;30%) for a straight
dimeric liquid crystal vs a bent dimeric liquid crystal@11#.
~The only difference between the bent and straight dime
one methylene unit in the alkyl chain spacer!. The question
we address here is: What is the effect on the elasticity
incipient smectic order in the nematic phase when the SmA
phase is approached from above? For each concentratio
performed a three-parameter fit ofK33 vs temperature, using
the form

K33~T!5K33
0 1kS T2TNA

TNA
D 2n uu

, ~4!

where the fitting parameters are the ‘‘bare elastic consta
K33

0 deep inside the nematic phase, a constantk that is pro-
portional to the bare smectic correlation lengthj uu

0 parallel to
the smectic layer normal, andTNA . The exponentn uu corre-
sponds to the correlation length exponent, as the diverg
part of the bend elasticity is proportional to the smectic c

s. FIG. 6. Deduced bend elastic constant vsT2TNI for all mix-
tures. Key is shown at the upper right. Details for dashed box
shown in the inset. Solid curves represent fits to Eq.~4!.
3-3
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DODGE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 031703 ~2003!
relation lengthj uu parallel to the smectic layer normal. Fo
purposes of the fitting we treatn uu50.71 @5,10,13# as a con-
stant, the value for pure 8OCB. It is assumed that the ex
nent is independent of concentrationX, at least for the smal
concentrations of bent-core molecules used in the exp
ment. Had data been collected very close to the transi
temperature, corresponding toquuj uu'1, the nonhydrody-
namic Ja¨hnig-Brochard form forK33, in which the growth of
the elastic constant begins to saturate close toTNA , would
have been required@12#. However, becausequuj uu!1 for the
temperature range investigated, we find that the simpli
version@Eq. ~4!# yields fits that are virtually identical to th
full Jähnig-Brochard form. Thus, for simplicity, fittings wer
performed using Eq.~4! for the five concentrations. The soli
curves in Fig. 6 display the fittings vsT2TIN , and Fig. 7
shows the divergent part of the bend elastic constant o
log-log plot vs reduced temperature (T2TNA)/TNA . Values
for K33

0 andk vs X are shown in Fig. 8.K33
0 , which corre-

sponds to the bare elastic constant, decreases by about
half over the concentration range investigated. This is
surprising, as the decrease is comparable to the decrease
in the P-7PIMB–4O.8 mixtures over much of the nema
temperature range, but far aboveTNA @7#. What is new is the
behavior ofk as a function of bent-core molecule concent
tion. As seen in Fig. 8,k decreases with increasing conce
tration, although only by about one-third over the concen
tion range investigated.

The quantityk}j uu
0qX , whereqX is the wave vector of the

smectic order parameter, i.e., 2p divided by the smectic
layer spacing. The quantityqX5050.193 Å21 for pure
8OCB @5#. Moreover, for pure 8OCB the quantityj uu

0qX50 is
equal to 1.2260.36 from light scattering measurements a
is equal to 1.0860.16 from x-ray measurements@14#. Thus
we can extract the bare correlation lengthsj uu

056.361.8 and
5.660.8 Å from the light and x-ray scattering measur
ments, respectively, which corresponds well with a va

FIG. 7. Divergent part of bend elastic constant vs reduced t
perature (T2TNA)/TNA . Solid lines represent fit to Eq.~4!. See
Fig. 6 for key.
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j uu
055.361.0 Å obtained from Fre´edericksz methods@15#.

For purposes of data analysis, we shall assume thatqX is
independent of dopant concentrationX. In our theoretical
treatment, however, we will carry through and discu
concentration-dependent corrections toqX50. As our data in-
dicate thatj uu

0qX decreases by about 25% fromX50 to X
56 wt %, this would correspond to a decrease inj uu

0 of ap-

proximately 11
2 Å for X56 wt % P-7PIMB, assuming the

results could be attributed solely to a decrease in the b
correlation lengthj uu

0. This is a moderately large change inj uu
0

for a rather small concentration of bent-core dopant.
In order to get a better—if only semiquantitative—

understanding of this behavior, we consider the effect tha
dopant is expected to have on the bare correlation len
There are several potential effects due to the presence
dopant, which we will discuss qualitatively. We consider t
free energy functional

F5E d3xH 1

2
r ucu21

1

2
cu~¹W 1 iqXdn!cu21

1

2
c8un̂3¹W cu2

1uucu41
1

2
w21r211grucu21

1

2
K11~¹W •n̂!2

1
1

2
K22~ n̂3¹W 3n̂!1

1

2
K33~ n̂•¹W 3n̂!2J , ~5!

wherec is the two-component smectic order parameter,r is
the concentration of the dopant P-7PIMB, andK11 is the
splay elastic constant. The phenomenological parameters
K11, K22, and K33, the elastic constants;TNA* , the un-
renormalized transition-temperature;r 5a(T2TNA* ), the
temperature dependent tendency of the material to ordec,
the tendency of the smectic order parameter to be uniform
space and parallel to the directorn̂; c1c8, the tendency of
the smectic order parameter to be uniform in space perp
dicular to the director;w, the magnitude of the fluctuations i
the dopant density—this is~approximately!, proportional to
the concentration of the dopant; andg, the coupling coeffi-

-

FIG. 8. Bare bend elastic constantK33
0 (j) and parameterk

(d), proportional to the bare correlation lengthj uu
0) vs X.
3-4
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cient between the order parameter and the density fluc
tions. All the phenomenological parameters are expecte
depend on the concentrationX of the bent-core dopant. How
ever, except forw}X, it is generally expected that the de
pendences of these parameters onX should be relatively
weak @16#. The bare correlation lengthj uu

0 parallel to the di-
rector, which is of central interest to us, is defined as

j uu
05 lim

T→TNA
1

j uuS T2TNA

TNA
D 1n uu

, ~6!

which is given approximately for the model in Eq.~5! as

j uu0
0 5S TNA

d~r /c!

dT D 21/2

. ~7!

This formula is evaluated for a free energy that includ
fluctuations on all length scales longer thanqX

21 , and essen-
tially is a mean-field model. However,j uu0

0 also is the param-
eter with dimension of length that most directly determin
the bare correlation length. The actual bare correlation len
j uu

0 differs fromj uu0
0 by a factor of order unity times a functio

that gives the corrections to asymptotic scaling. Thus
ratio j(X) uu

0/j(X50)uu
0;j(X) uu0

0 /j(X50)uu0
0 , which becomes

an equality when corrections to scaling do not change w
concentrationX. These corrections to scaling come from t
renormalization of the free energy in Eq.~5!, most strikingly
in the renormalization for the temperature coefficienta of the
leading term in Eq.~5!, viz., a5dr/dT. The coefficienta is
expected to be renormalized differently at different conc
trations of dopant, although we shall argue that theX depen-
dence to the renormalization is weak. This is consistent w
our assumption that the critical exponent is constant, wh
also is verified approximately by the good quality of our fi
@Eq. ~4!#. The most important corrections to scaling com
essentially from changes in the Ginzburg length,kBTuc22,
so we shall now examine such effects in Eq.~5!. As is well
known @2#, fluctuations in quantities that substantially affe
the transition temperature, such as concentration or nem
order parameter fluctuations, tend to make the transition
strongly first order by decreasing the effective value ofu.
Fluctuations in the densityr, for example, cause a reductio
in u by an amountg2w. Similar changes also occur due
fluctuations of the nematic order parameter and/or decre
of the nematic elastic constants.If the decrease ofu were so
large that the range of temperatures over which there
nonclassical critical phenomena shrinks appreciably, s
corrections would be important. However, our experime
indicate that nonclassical critical behavior occurs over a w
temperature range aboveTNA , and thus we believe that thes
correction terms play a minimal role. Moreover, becauseTNA
changes only slightly~a few degrees! with X, we conclude
that g must be relatively small. Similarly, the temperatu
range of the nematic phase changes only a fraction of a
gree in this concentration range. Therefore the changeu
resulting from the change in the amplitude of nematic flu
tuations is likely to have little impact. Finally, although o
data show that the bare elastic constantK33

0 changes substan
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tially with X, it does not seem plausible that increased flu
tuations due to the decrease inK33 can, by themselves, caus
a significant decrease in the effective bare correlation len
Thus, for our case it would seem that effects due tor andc
@Eq. ~7!# should cause the bulk of the decrease inj uu

0 with X.
In order to calculate approximately the contributions

Eq. ~7!, we model the interaction between molecules—t
really is the change in the free energy of the system due
the relative motion of two molecules—as an effective p
interaction, roughly the thermal energy times the Mayef
function U(T)e f f;kBT@exp(v/kBT)21#. Herev is the inter-
action potential. We define the smectic order parametec

5^exp(in̂qXxW)&, where^ & indicates the average over the p
sitions and other descriptors of the particles andxW is the
position of some point that is chosen appropriately on e
type of molecule. We include the concentration in this av
age, as well as the average below, so that, e.g.,^d(xW )&
5( iCi , whereCi is the concentration of each kind of mo
ecule. Note that it might be advantageous to weigh this
mula for the degree of smectic character associated with e
species, and to average over several points for dimer
polymers. This formula is adequate for our present purpo
With these assumptions, we see that the terms in the
energy that are proportional to the square of the smectic
der parameter are

@r 1c~kW1dqn̂!21c8un̂3kW u#1O~k3!

5kBT(
i

Ci1^exp@ i ~kW1q0n̂!•~xW2xW8!U~T!e f f /kBT#&,

~8!

where xW and xW8 are the chosen points on two interactin
particles,qX5q01dq is the wave vector of the smectic o
der parameter in the presence of the dopant, andkW is a
~small! wave vector.~Note that we have definedq0[qX50.!
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~8! is the simple
‘‘ideal’’ entropic term and the second is an approximation
the interaction term. This implies that

r 5kBT(
i

Ci1^exp@ iq0n̂•~xW2xW8!#U~T!e f f&2cdq2,

~9!

c52^@ n̂•~xW2xW8!#2 exp@ iq0n̂•~xW2xW8!#U~T!e f f&1O~dq!,

~10!

and

dq5^ i $n̂•~xW2xW8!exp@ iq0n̂•~xW2xW8!#U~T!e f f%&/c.
~11!

The bent-core P-7PIMB dopant is rather large compared
the 8OCB molecule. It is an oddly shaped dopant that d
not fit well into the structure of the liquid crystal. It is neithe
clear theoretically nor well-established experimentally h
this molecule should be oriented by the nematic field. O
own work on elastic constants, specifically the large decre
3-5
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in the bare bend elastic constant relative to the decreas
the splay elastic constant@7#, suggests that the molecu
more often is aligned with its longest axis—the ‘‘bowstring
at the ends of the banana—parallel to the nematic direc
However, there are suggestions in the literature@6# that the
orientation of the molecule can be different from this, p
ticularly in smectic phases, and that the orientation can
pend on the nature of the smectic phase. If the orienta
distribution of the bent-core molecule were to change a
consequence of the incipient smectic order, this would
expected to change the ‘‘bare’’ elastic constantK33

0 in ways
that are not reflected in Eq.~5!. However, this would result in
only a simple energylike cusp in the elastic constant, wh
is unlikely to explain our data. If we assume that the dop
molecule is aligned as we have proposed, with the lo
~bowstring! axis along the director, then there are large co
tributions to Eq.~10! from large separations. If the long ax
were aligned otherwise, e.g., as suggested by Ref.@6#, then
the contributions from large separations would be sma
Hence our results suggest alignment of the bowstring al
the nematic director. The value ofr also is likely to decrease
in the presence of the dopant, but by a smaller amount
there is less emphasis on large separations in the evalu
of r. The effect ofX on the temperature derivatived(r /c)/dT
is less obvious, as temperature can affect either the pote
U(T)e f f or the molecular-scale positions, that is to say
distribution used to average over the locations of the p
ticles. We note thatTNA was observed to vary only weakl
with X, which empirically would indicate thatr varies only
weakly with X. In addition to the effects on the entrop
term, the temperature derivative ofr can come from two
different sources: the temperature dependence of the e
tive interaction and thermal changes in the average/cha
in fluctuations. Thermal changes in the effective interact
are likely to be small and similar to changes in the atherm
steric or ‘‘hard core’’ interactions; hence this is not expec
to result in large changes ind(dr/dT)/dX if dr/dX is small.
tt
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The changes in the thermal averaging are similar to
changes due to fluctuations, which have been discus
above. Thus, althoughd(dr/dT)/dX could be large even
thoughdr/dX is small, we do not believe that this is likely
rather, we believe that the most significant effect due to
addition of the P-7PIMB dopant is a significant decrease in
with increasing X. Although the P-7PIMB dopant clearly
would disrupt local smectic order, the fact that the dop
molecule is incommensurate with the smectic layer spac
2p/qX would cause it to significantly disrupt smectic corr
lations. The changedq5qX2q0 is less clear, even as to sign
The integral in the numerator of the predicted value ofdq
@Eq. ~11!# also emphasizes large separations and, in fac
quite similar to the integral for the denominator, althou
there are substantial differences for very large separation
decrease inqX with increasing dopant concentrationcould
mimic the apparent decrease in bare correlation lengthj uu

0.
Nevertheless, we do not believe thatqX could change suffi-
ciently at such small dopant concentrations to produce
observed results. To keep the analysis simple, we assume
all of the observed effect is due to a large decrease inj uu

0, an
assumption that is reflected in the calculations used to ext
the data shown in Fig. 8.

The effects of dopants on the regular part of the nem
elastic constants are well documented experimentally,
partially understood theoretically. In this paper we report
initial investigations of the effects on thediverging part of
the bend elastic constant close to the N–Sm-A phase transi-
tion. Clearly, additional experiments with molecules th
‘‘fit’’ in various ways into the smectic layers, e.g., molecule
with differing molecular lengths or dimeric@17,18# or frater-
nal twin molecules@19#, would be highly useful in this re-
gard. Further experiments and development of a more ro
theory are planned.
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